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Abstract 
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I.  Introduction 

 The effect of inequality on individual behavior is a topic that has become 

increasingly popular within the last 25 years.  This is due in no small part to the marked 

increase in inequality in the US both relative to past years and relative to other developed 

countries.  Within this broad strand of research, however, very little attention has been 

given to the issue of labor supply.  With few exceptions, the issue of labor supply only 

becomes relevant when addressing the validity of the hegemonic labor demand story, that 

of skill biased technical change (see Autor, Levy and Murnane, 2003; Krueger, 1993; and 

Acemoglu, 2002) for examples). 

 This paper seeks to add to the literature looking directly at the possibility of a 

causal relationship running from inequality to labor supply.  Within the neoclassical 

literature, this relationship has been analyzed primarily through the lens of family labor 

supply (see Juhn and Murphy, 1997; Devereaux, 2004).  The main implication of these 

models is that, given a wage inelastic supply of husbands’ labor supply, wives’ labor 

supply should increase as the relative wage of their husband decreases.  If more husbands 

face decreasing relative wages, which is empirically correct, than inequality increases 

overall work hours.  Whether or not the data demonstrate this pattern is an open question. 

 Among more heterodox approaches, the focus has been primarily on differences 

across countries.  That is, an attempt to explain why the U.S. works considerably longer 

hours both per week and per year relative to other developed countries.  Bowles and Park 

(2004) and Park (2005) argue that inequality increases work hours due to the Veblen 

effect, or that people target the consumption patterns of wealthier people.  Bell and 

Freeman (2001), in a similar analysis, argue that inequality increases work hours do to 
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the greater marginal benefit of moving up the occupational ladder.  This, of course, 

assumes that effort and work hours are at least positively correlated and that workers are 

free to make labor supply decisions. 

 This paper follows more closely to the latter set of literature than the former.  

Using a cross-sectional analysis of US workers, it is argued that there is no clear a priori 

prediction of the effect of overall inequality—such as gini coefficients-- on work hours: it 

depends on the composition of the work force.  However, a clear a priori judgment on the 

effect of less aggregated levels of inequality can be made.  If agents are reciprocal, than 

high wages should induce more effort and vice versa, if hours and effort are positively 

correlated, this leads to longer work hours.  But there are constraints at the bottom of the 

income distribution that may constrain reciprocal responses.  If workers at the bottom 

struggle to maintain a particular standard of living, than as their relative wage falls they 

may increase rather than decrease their labor supply.  An important distinction is being 

made between the motivating behaviors of high-wage versus low-wage workers.  Low-

wage workers work longer hours in order to increase their income because of subsistence 

concerns, high-wage workers increase their hours in order to demonstrate higher levels of 

effort. 

 The paper proceeds as follows.  Section II discusses previous results within this 

literature as well as outline the theoretical assumptions underlying this analysis.  Section 

III describes the data set and presents descriptive statistics for the variables of interest: 

industry level inequality, individual relative wages, and absolute individual wages.  

Section IV presents the regression analysis.  It is divided into two sections: the first looks 
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at labor supply for a worker’s primary job, the second looks at overtime labor supply 

decisions at a worker’s primary job.  Section V concludes. 

 

II.  Background 

 The literature on labor supply is quite expansive.  As Killingsworth (1983) 

demonstrates, this literature is very flexible and can be extended in many different 

directions.  This paper adds to the recent extension of the labor supply model to 

incorporate inequality as a determinate of labor supply.  By incorporating the effect of 

inequality on individual behavior, authors hope to explain both the changing structure of 

labor supply within the United States, and across the developed nations. 

 Thus far, the most common approach taken by those looking at relative wages is 

the utility maximization framework with a focus on family labor supply.  The primary 

reason for this is that, empirically, male labor supply is relatively price inelastic and thus 

should not have changed greatly since the increase in inequality began.  The one major 

exception to this assertion has been the recent fate of low wageworkers, which have 

suffered a relative decline in both wages and employment—though not weekly work 

hours—in the last 25 years.   

Given that male labor supply is inelastic, and that family labor supply has 

increased, it must be female labor supply that has reacted to relative wage changes.  The 

reason this must be the case, according to this framework, is because wives labor supply 

decisions are dependent upon their reservation wage, which is a function of their 

husband’s wage.  In order to achieve a particular level of utility in the face of falling 

relative earnings for the husband, low-income women should respond by increasing their 
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labor supply.  Juhn and Murphy (1997) look at the effect of the changing distribution of 

wages on family labor supply.  They find that the labor supply of middle and high-

income females increased substantially more than that of low income.  Devereaux 

(forthcoming) conducted a similar analysis and found a large negative elasticity of wives 

labor supply with respect to husband’s wages, though he did not differentiate by income 

group as finely as Juhn and Murphy.  In other words, they both find a positive 

relationship 

These arguments are not particularly convincing.  First, as Juhn and Murphy 

admit, the observed changes in work hours that they find do not fit well with the model.  

Specifically, the model cannot account for simultaneous changes in both male and female 

labor supply in the same direction, if demand is assumed constant.  That is, the recent 

patterns of increasing work hours for both men and women stated above.  Second, the 

model assumes that married female labor supply decisions fall chronologically after 

married male decisions have been made.  Besides the obvious gender stereotypes 

involved, there are empirical issues as well.  Not only has female labor supply increased, 

but also has the incidence of female primary earners (i.e. an increase in the number of 

male labor supply decisions falling chronologically after female).  This demographic shift 

cannot be explained within this model in a parsimonious manner.  And finally, the 

husband’s wage may not be an exogenous determinant of the wife’s labor supply 

decision.  Specifically, Fernandez et.al. (2002) present evidence that high-wage men tend 

to marry high-wage women.1  If high-wage women are more likely to work, than their 

husband’s wage will be correlated with the error term of the equation for female labor 

                                                 
1 Hyslop (2001), in another context, also finds strong covariance between husbands’ and 
wives’ incomes. 
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supply because of unobservable characteristics associated with the wife’s labor supply 

decision. 

 Other more heterodox models include Bell and Freeman (2001), Bowles and Park 

(2004), and Park (2005).  In a cross-country analysis, both Bell and Freeman and Bowles 

and Park find a significant positive relationship between aggregate measures of inequality 

and work hours.  They then both argue that the higher level of income inequality in the 

US vis-à-vis other developed countries helps to explain the observed fact that US workers 

work substantially longer hours than the rest of the OECD countries.  Bowles and Park 

argue that individuals attempt to emulate the consumption of some income group above 

them, as that group gets further away in the distribution individuals must work longer 

hours to catch up.  They call this the Veblen effect, or consumption targeting.  Bell and 

Freeman, using similar evidence, argue that increases in wage dispersion increase the 

returns to moving up the wage distribution.  This induces individuals to work longer 

hours. 

 Implicit in the Bell and Freeman argument is the assumption that longer work 

hours signal greater effort on the job.  In many occupations this may be a reasonable 

assumption.  As Bowles (2004) has argued elsewhere, in situations of team production, 

which characterizes many occupations all along the income spectrum, individual effort 

and quality may not be observable.  Therefore, to differentiate one’s effort from that of 

their co-workers, individuals may voluntarily choose to work longer hours.  Bowles and 

Park assert that, if this were the case, than intra-industry inequality should be more 

important than inter-industry inequality.  In their regressions, they find that the Theil 

index is not significant while the gini coefficient is.  Because the Theil index is designed 
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to capture only intra-industry inequality, they argue that promotion incentives are not the 

reason for longer work hours. 

 This is a convincing argument, particularly at the highly aggregated level of their 

study.  Groshen (1991) demonstrates that a significant amount of wage dispersion among 

US workers comes from between firm variation.  Therefore, if inequality induces workers 

to work longer hours, it must be something exterior to the internal labor market of the 

firm if the Bell and Freeman argument holds.  To see this, note that increasing labor 

supply (effort) at one’s current job is unlikely to help an individual move into a better job 

at another industry.  If wage dispersion within a firm is relatively constant, than it is 

unclear why the incentive effect would be present.  This does not, however, negate 

consumption targeting.   

Park (2005) in a time-series study using U.S. micro-level data also finds a positive 

relationship between his measures of inequality and labor supply of females.  \As in 

previous more neoclassical studies, he takes the husband’s income as exogenous to the 

wife’s labor supply decision.  This study, though getting closer to possibly capturing the 

effect of consumption targeting, has some pitfalls.  First, it again assumes that workers 

are free to choose their labor supply decisions.  This assumption is maintained despite 

evidence Park presents regarding work hours choices in Britain.  Swaffield (1997) 

“shows that workers may not choose their hours of work freely by showing that more 

than a third of British men work longer hours than they would wish at the prevailing 

wage (Park, 2005, p. 6).”  Second, it also may suffer from the endogeneity problem 

alluded to above: husband’s income may be correlated with the error term in the wife’s 

labor supply decision.  And, finally, the use of a pseudo-panel in estimation can lead to 
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misleading results because the sample of individuals changes from year to year adding a 

further random element to the data.2

This leads to the great disadvantage of both the Bell and Freeman and Bowles and 

Park study.  Although the above inferential arguments can be made, aggregate measures 

hide the important individual variation that is necessary to differentiate between these 

similar arguments.  Individual level data must be used, which also allows comparison 

with other bodies of literature that look at this question from a slightly different point of 

view. 

If work hours do signal work effort, than the growing experimental literature on 

the relationship between wages and work effort at the individual level may add important 

insights into this question.  Fehr (2000), amongst others, demonstrates that individuals 

generally exhibit conditional reciprocity.  That is, individuals respond to higher wages 

with higher levels of effort, and vice versa.  This can be extended to incorporate relative 

wages, as in Akerlof and Yellen (1990) and Skott (2005).  Workers paid below their 

conception of what is fair will respond by reducing effort, workers paid above will 

respond with greater work hours.  Of course, for higher levels of inequality to explain 

greater work hours, the positive response of those receiving higher relative wages must 

outweigh the negative response of those receiving lower wages, weighted by the number 

of people in the two groups.  

Prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) suggests that this is unlikely to be 

the case.  This theory argues that individuals demonstrate asymmetric responses with 

                                                 
2 By pseudo-panel, it is meant that the data set has time-series properties, it tracks 
changes in variable through time, but it is not longitudinal.  Observations in consecutive 
years do not come from the same individual. 
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respect to gains and losses, weighing losses more heavily than gains.  Individuals that 

move down in the wage distribution are likely to respond much more negatively than 

those that move up in the distribution will respond positively, leading to an expected 

negative relationship overall. 

There is a counter argument to the incentive and consumption-targeting 

hypothesis that, combined with reciprocity, can produce a positive relationship between 

inequality and work hours.  Higher degrees of inequality are likely to be accompanied by 

larger numbers of people living at or near subsistence level.3  In the US in particular, the 

wages of low-income workers have stagnated relative to both high-income workers and 

the overall cost of living (Mishel, Bernstein, and Allegretto, 2005).  As the cost of living 

rises and wages do not, so does the amount of work hours necessary to maintain a given 

level of subsistence.  This argument is similar to that of Bowles and Park, except that 

instead of individuals attempting to catch up with those above them, they are simply 

trying to maintain their previous standard of living. 

Thus far, the implicit assumption that work hours are “freely” chosen by 

individuals has been alluded to, but not been addressed directly.  Stated above, Swaffield 

among others, have found evidence that workers are generally unhappy with the number 

of hours they must work.  If the free choice of work hours assumption is incorrect, than a 

very different story emerges.  The work of Gordon, Edwards, and Reich (1982) and 

Edwards (1979) on segmented labor markets demonstrates that, particularly for low 

wageworkers, this assumption may be incorrect.  Low wageworkers are 

disproportionately located in secondary and subordinate primary occupations.  These 
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occupations are characterized by high levels of supervision and standardization across 

employees within a firm, and across firms within an industry as well as higher levels of 

unemployment.  In this case, it may be more proper to argue that higher levels of 

inequality, as well as a decrease in worker bargaining power (see Card, Lemieux, and 

Riddell (2004), Howell (1999), or Edwards (1993)) for discussions of unions and the 

change in worker bargaining power), allows capitalists to extract more labor power for a 

given wage.  This is because, as argued above, workers attempt to maintain a certain 

standard of living.  As that standard of living becomes more expensive, it becomes easier 

for employers to mandate longer average work hours in the labor contract.  In other 

words, as Edwards (1993) argues, the exit option of workers becomes more costly.  When 

workers cannot afford to exit an employment relationship, and also do not have the 

institutional support necessary to bargain with their employer, the workers lose all 

bargaining power. 

For high wage and salaried workers, the opposite is true.  These workers are 

disproportionately located in the independent primary sector.  This sector is characterized 

by occupations that are difficult to monitor and thus largely self-regulating.  Fehr (2000) 

presents experimental evidence that suggests that workers in this situation are likely to be 

particularly responsive to high relative wage offers.  On the other hand, the higher 

relative wage also means that it is relatively easier for these workers to maintain a 

particular standard of living, there is less incentive to move up the occupational ladder, 

but they are not necessarily closer to their consumption target.  Therefore, the 

relationship between wages and work hours can be ambiguous for both low, medium, and 

high wage workers: if agents are reciprocal, inequality induces low wage workers to work 
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less and high wage workers to work more, however other cost of living and incentive 

issues discussed here have the opposite effect. 

Using individual level data for the United States, the above arguments imply that 

certain empirical regularities should exist.  First, if either the Bowles and Park or the Bell 

and Freeman argument hold, than there should be a positive relationship between 

inequality within an individual’s industry and that individual’s work hours.  This is 

because, at the individual level, the incentive argument and the Veblen effect are 

empirically indistinguishable in this context.4  Second, if the reciprocity argument holds 

than a positive relationship should exist between an individual’s position in the wage 

distribution and work hours: individuals with a higher relative wage should work longer 

hours.  And third, an individual’s own wage should be negatively related to work hours.  

As individuals earn more, it is easier to maintain a particular standard of living and thus 

they can work fewer hours.  The only way to discern between the three arguments is to 

look specifically at the relationship between relative wages and work hours for 

individuals higher in the distribution. 

 

III.A.  Description of the Data 

 The data for this analysis comes from the outgoing rotation groups (ORG) of the 

2001 Current Population Survey (CPS).  The ORG samples from each month of 2001 

were merged together to form one data set.  One advantage of using the ORG data is that 

it provides detailed hour and wage data for survey participants, avoiding the necessity to 

                                                 
4 When using individual data, the ability to use an aggregate measure of inequality is lost 
because of problems with collinearity in estimation.  Therefore, the closest measure of 
aggregate inequality that can be use is overall inequality within a given industry. 
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assign an hourly wage by dividing usual weekly income by usual hours worked to those 

paid hourly.  A second advantage of the ORG files comes from combining the samples 

across months, resulting in a data set much larger then the March Supplement, the other 

standard source of detailed wage data. 

 Because of the nature of the question being asked, and some standard errors in the 

data, some observations are excluded from the estimation.  First, not all individuals in the 

sample have a recorded hourly wage; this could be because they refused to answer the 

question, they were not working at the time of the interview, or they are not hourly 

workers, which in some cases, results in no hourly wage being assigned.  All individuals 

who do not have a recorded hourly wage were excluded from the estimation because of 

the endogeneity problem it creates.  If individuals are assigned a wage by taking weekly 

or monthly earnings and dividing by work hours an artificial negative relationship 

between work hours and wages is created. 

 After all individuals were assigned a wage, those with wages that seem unrealistic 

were dropped from the sample as well.  Though the judgment of what is unrealistic is 

rather arbitrary, it is necessary in order to avoid the possibility of results being driven by 

outliers.  In this case, wages below $4 an hour and above $150 an hour were dropped; 

this amounted to about 800 individuals. 

 In addition, the education variable was recoded from a categorical variable to a 

more continuous variable.  This was accomplished by assigning each educational 

attainment level a number of years corresponding to how long it “usually” takes to attain 

that level of education.  In other words, a high school graduate was coded as 12, a college 

graduate as 16, an individual with a master’s degree as 18, and so on.  This allows the 
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experience variable to be calculated, which is an individual’s age minus years in school 

minus six. 

 The variables of interest are an individual’s own wage, their relative wage, and 

overall inequality in the industry she works in.  The individual’s own wage is the 

logarithm of the hourly wage received at the primary place of employment.  There are 

two measures of the relative wage: relwage and zscore.  Relwage is simply the log of the 

ratio of the individual’s wage to the industry average by state, un-weighted.  Z-score is 

z-score = (yi - µjk)/σjk

where yi is an individuals wage, µjk is the mean wage, and σjk is the standard deviation of 

wages, and the subscripts j refer to industry and k to state.5  Overall inequality within in 

an industry is measured in three different ways: the log of the ratio of the 90th percentile 

wage to the 10th percentile wage, the log of the ratio of the 50th to the 10th percentile, and 

the log of the ratio of the 90th to the 50th again by state.  The remaining variables are 

standard human capital, demographic, and institutional controls such as education level, 

race, gender, and being covered by a union contract. 

 

III.B.  Descriptive Analysis 

 Table 1 presents means, medians, and standard deviations of wages and hours for 

both the sample as a whole and by industry as well as inequality by industry.  The data 

indicate that there is considerable variation in both hours and wages both across the entire 

sample and within individual industries.  In addition there is considerable variation in the 

standard deviations of work hours in each respective industry, ranging from a standard 

                                                 
5 This formulation was also used by Park (2005).  It is a convenient measure of 
inequality, and also allows for some level of comparison between the two estimations. 
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deviation of 8.2277 to 20.0884.  This demonstrates one of the important differences in the 

nature of employment across industries: the use of part time workers. 

 There is also considerable variation in wages both across all industries and within 

each respective industry.  This is consistent with Groshen’s (1991)6 analysis of the 

variation of wages across firms, industries and occupations.  In this study, using firm 

level data, Groshen decomposes the variance of wages into between firm, between 

occupation, and between industry variation.  Though she finds that the majority of the 

variation is between individual firms, she does document considerable variance of wages 

across industries.  She also documents considerable variation across occupations, 

controlling for industry differences.  The within industry variance in this analysis can be 

understood as a combination of the across occupation and across firm variation 

documented by Groshen.  The final column of table 1 shows the level of inequality by 

industry measured by the 90-10 wage differential.  There is significant variation in the 

degree of inequality as well, ranging from roughly 1.5 to 1.9. 

Despite the substantial variation of hours within industry, both the mean and 

median of hours for each industry is surprisingly similar.  With the exception of two 

industries the median number of hours is 40.  In the two exceptional industries, the 

median is 35 and 30 hours respectively.  The mean of hours varies little as well, generally 

falling between 38 and 42, with the exception of the same two industries which have 

means of 29 and 22 respectively.  This again reinforces the evidence that part time 

workers are concentrated in particular industries.  In addition, it points to important 

norms of work arrangements, most notably that the large majority of workers enter into 

                                                 
6 As well as Krueger and Summers (1988) and Dickens and Lang (1985), though in 
different contexts. 
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work relationships that stipulate 40 hours of work.  This will become important when 

interpreting the results of the regressions. 

 Finally, descriptive statistics for the measures of relative wages are presented.  

Relwage is distributed fairly symmetrically as indicated by the median and mean both 

being close to one.  Zscore, on the other hand, is skewed to the left as indicated by a 

mean of zero by a median of close to negative one.  Though both will be used in 

estimation, zscore is the preferred specification of relative wages because it is weighted, 

and thus presents a more representative measure of the distribution of relative wages. 

Data Analysis 

A: Regular Hours 
  

To further investigate the determinants of labor supply, a simple regression 

analysis will be used.  Table 2 contains the results from the first set of Generalized 

Maximum Likelihood regressions.  In all regressions, the dependent variable is the log of 

usual hours worked at the individual’s primary job.7  All regressions include a set of 

detailed industry and occupation dummies.  There is a collinearity issue between the 

intercept and the industry 90/10 differential that could be leading to the imprecise 

estimate.  However, because there is no obvious restriction that can be placed on this 

variable, no alterations will be made.  And finally, some care should be taken when 

interpreting the magnitudes (though not likely the signs) of the coefficients because the 

                                                 
7 By using usual hours of work there is the possibility that bias will be introduced.  
Specifically, full time workers, when asked how many hours a week they work, tend to 
respond with 40, even if they only work 37.5—e.g. if they have an unpaid half hour lunch 
break.  However, using “hours worked last week,” the other viable option from the CPS 
survey, does not accurately capture the effect being analyzed.  If there is a relationship 
between short term fluctuations in hours and wages, it is more likely to reflect transitory 
fluctuations in expenses rather then more long term effects. 
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residuals from the various regressions are not normally distributed, though because the 

sample size is quite large there is not likely to be a problem. 

 Regression 1 and 2 are the base line models.  It includes all individuals in the 

sample, and only a linear term for the individual level of relative wage, relwage and 

zscore, respectively.  The positive relationship between ind90/10 and loghours is 

consistent with the experimental evidence discussed earlier, both the arguments presented 

by Bowles and Park and that by Bell and Freeman, as well as the more traditional labor 

supply literature.  

 In both regressions individuals covered by a union contract (ucontr), and that have 

more experience tend to work longer hours.  Experience remains significant and retains 

the same sign across all specifications.  The union contract variable is positive and 

significant for all specifications except full-time and overtime exempt workers where it 

switches to insignificant and negative in both cases.  Evidently, union workers tend to 

work longer hours than the average worker, but fewer hours than the average full-time 

worker.  The insignificant relationship between ucontr and hours for overtime exempt 

workers is likely due to the lack of overtime exempt union workers.  And, finally the log 

of an individual’s wage is significant and negative across all specifications except for 

full-time workers where it is essentially zero, and for male workers where it is slightly 

negative but insignificant.  Education has a significant positive relationship with work 

hours when the sample is limited to full-time and overtime exempt workers, and a 

negative relationship for females only.  For males it is insignificant. 

 The fact that education and experience are positively related to hours for full-time 

and overtime exempt workers could be for a number of reasons.  The utility 
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maximization model of labor supply, with standard assumptions about preferences, 

results in a positive relationship between wages and marginal productivity.  If this 

category of worker has a higher marginal productivity, than they will tend to work longer 

hours in order to take advantage of this fact.  This is, of course, unless they are in the 

backward bending portion of their labor supply curve.  This assertion could be supported 

by the negative coefficient on log wage.  However, the negative coefficient would imply 

that the average worker is in the backward bending portion, which seems implausible. 

 An alternative argument is that workers with higher levels of education and 

possibly experience tend to be in occupations in what Gordon, Edwards, and Reich 

(1982) call “independent primary.”  Given that these jobs provide more opportunity for 

self-regulation, it may be that these workers respond to this “freedom” by working longer 

hours, implying that those workers that are not in self-regulating industries may be 

constrained in their work hours choices.  The longer work hours of this group of people, 

particularly the more experienced and educated, is also consistent with Fehr’s (1998) 

finding what workers with less direct supervision exhibit higher degrees of reciprocity.8

 Finally, the relationship between relative wages, relwage and zscore respectively, 

and hours are both positive.  This implies that as workers move up the income 

distribution, they tend to supply more hours.  This finding is consistent with a large body 

of experimental literature on reciprocity and fairness, as well as other empirical work on 

efficiency wages.  If work hours are interpreted as a signal of effort, than this is evidence 

of either a positive response to paying over the “fairwage” (see Akerlof and Yellen, 1990; 

Fehr and Gachter, 2000; and Fehr, Falk, and Fischbacher, 2003 for examples) and/or a 

                                                 
8 Again, assuming that work hours and effort are at least positively correlated. 
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worker increasing effort in response to receiving an employment rent over the next best 

alternative (Krueger and Summers (1988), Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984), Bowles (1985)).  

The finding is, however, inconsistent with the findings of Bowles and Park, Park, and 

Bell and Freeman.  In the above models, individuals higher in the income distribution 

should work fewer hours either because they are closer to the top of the consumption 

ladder and thus gain less by moving up another rung (Bowles and Park, Park) or the 

marginal increase in income from moving up the income distribution is smaller (Bell and 

Freeman). 

 The major problem with both measures of relative wages used above is that they 

confound two quite distinct wage phenomena: inequality within the same industry-

occupation cell and inequality across occupations within the same industry.  Specifically, 

they compare individuals in higher paying occupations with individuals in lower paying 

occupations, as well as those in the same occupation and industry.  Depending on how 

one interprets the effect of inequality, this may not be an issue.  Bell and Freeman argue 

that inequality within an industry, but across occupations, provides an incentive for 

individuals to work harder in order to take advantage of the larger jump in income.  In 

this case, these measures of relative wages approach the relevant relationship, but the 

estimated coefficients, as stated above, are of the wrong sign.  Workers higher in the 

distribution should work less than those lower in the distribution because they have 

already received the benefits of moving up the wage scale.  However, the inclusion of the 

occupation dummy variable should help to net out some of this effect. 

Regressions 3 and 4 add squared and cubic terms for both measures of inequality.  

In both cases the squared terms are negative and significant.  Both relwage and zscore are 
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significant and positive.  In both cases, the estimated signs indicate that the effect of 

moving up the distribution is complicated, at low levels and high levels of relative wages, 

individuals tend to work longer hours, while those in the middle tend to work less.  In 

other words, individuals with a wage much below or much above the state/industry 

average are more sensitive to the effect of relative wages than those right around the 

average. This is an important finding.  Coupled with the finding of a negative relationship 

between the log wage and work hours, this finding suggests an alternative causal 

interpretation between inequality and work hours. 

 To the extent that higher levels of inequality—among the OECD countries at the 

very least—is associated with larger numbers of low and high income people, a positive 

relationship between relative wages and work hours is expected based on 

subsistence/reciprocity rather then an incentive or consumption targeting argument.  

Inequality creates a larger group of people that are struggling to get by: the only way to 

earn more income is to work longer hours.  The negative coefficient on an individual’s 

log wage supports this argument.  As individuals earn more, holding all else constant, 

they tend to work less.  This argument is further supported by the negative estimated 

coefficients on the square term of relwage and zscore.  The effect is very strong low in 

the income distribution, negative in the middle, and weakly positive at the top.  If the 

consumption targeting or incentive arguments held, finding a negative (or zero) 

coefficient on the cubic term would not be surprising, but a positive coefficient on the 

squared term would be expected (as Park (2005) argues), and a positive coefficient on a 

cubic term is inconsistent. 
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 The regressions above were run on both full-time and part-time workers.  This 

could lead to misleading results.  Most importantly, by using both part-time and full-time 

workers, it is implicitly assumed that part-time workers are part-time because the 

incentive structure they face in the labor market did not induce them to work full-time.  

In other words, they are part-time because they choose to be and not because of an 

inability to find full-time employment.  If, part-time workers would have taken part-time 

work regardless of the condition of the labor market, they should be thought of as a 

distinct group.  The primary empirical result would be to introduce a positive bias for 

both the relative wage measure and the log wage if included when they should be 

excluded. 

 To see this, note that part-time work is concentrated in low wage and high 

inequality industries, and by definition, they work fewer hours than full-time workers.  If 

low wage industries are also the short hours industries, a positive relationship between 

relative wages and work hours results.  The problem is that this bias is artificial, so to 

speak.  It is generated by institutional and social phenomena (e.g. the likelihood that a 

young person is also enrolled in school and therefore works part-time) rather than a more 

standard labor supply decision.  Regressions 5 and 96 therefore, are the same 

specifications as 3 and 4, except limited to full-time workers.  

 The variables relwage, relwagesq, and relwagecu all switch signs.  The weighted 

measure of relative wages, zscore, maintains the same sign and is still significant; the 

sign of zscoresq switches to positive but remains insignificant; zscorecu is significant and 

essentially zero.  Given that the coefficient on log-wage remains negative, the above 

argument still holds if the coefficients on zscore are used, however the effect is 
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attenuated some because the bottom portion of the distribution has been dropped by 

eliminating part-time workers, thus making the distribution more condensed.  

If the assertion that inequality allows capitalists to extract more labor hours from 

lower paid workers is correct, than an analysis that uses workers who are not exempt 

from overtime pay may change, or at least hide this effect.  The Fair Labor Standards Act 

designated particular occupations that are exempt from overtime pay requirements (BLS, 

1938).  These occupations are relatively far reaching, but tend to be clustered in the upper 

60% of the income distribution.  Because they are exempt from overtime, it is reasonable 

to assume that these workers will be more likely to have worked in excess of 40 hours per 

week, reflecting the potential for non-increasing marginal cost to employers.  The choice 

of working a second job is being abstracted from.  For non-overtime exempt workers, 

working a second job may be qualitatively the same as working overtime for these 

workers.  Including the choice of a second job may confuse the initial interpretation, 

particularly for the sample including part-time workers. 

 Regressions 7 and 8 limit the sample to workers who earn more that $455 per 

week, usually work full-time, and are not paid hourly.  This is a rough approximation of 

workers who are overtime exempt.  In actuality, the rules for overtime exemption are 

significantly more complicated, but this approximation does not leave out any exempt 

workers, though it may include a relatively small number who are not technically exempt.  

The coefficient on zscore is again positive, zscoresq becomes negative again, and 

zscorecu is negative.  The remaining coefficients remain qualitatively unchanged.  This, 

again, supports the extraction over the alternatives.  Individuals who are low in the 
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overtime exempt wage distribution9 tend to work longer hours than those higher in the 

distribution.  And, here, the large positive relationship between zscorecu and hours is 

lost.  This indicates that, among exempt workers, a more pure version of the extraction 

effect is at work. 

 There is one final result that is of interest.  Regression 9 and 10, and 11and 12 

divide the samples between male and female workers, respectively.  The qualitative 

pattern of the signs of the coefficients in identical: zscore and relwage are positive, 

zscoresq and relwagesq are negative, zscorecu and relwagecu are positive, and logwage is 

negative.  The interesting result is that, in all cases, the magnitudes of the coefficients for 

women are larger (in absolute value) than for men.  The most plausible interpretation is 

that the larger coefficient, particularly on the linear term, is capturing the subsistence 

argument.  Again, male labor supply tends to be much more inelastic than female labor 

supply.  In addition, there is a much larger number of single women with children under 

their direct care than men.  These two regularities would imply that female labor supply 

is likely to be much more sensitive to relative wages as well as the level of wages than 

male labor supply. 

 Overall, the above evidence is generally inconsistent with the consumption 

targeting or incentive arguments, and is more straightforwardly explained by the ease of 

extraction/reciprocity argument.  To summarize, workers lower in the wage distribution 

are closer to their subsistence level wage.  Because of this, it is easier to extract longer 

hours from these workers.  This finding is supported by the negative relationship between 

                                                 
9 The fact that this is the overtime exempt distribution is stated explicitly here because 
this distribution consists of only a subset of the top approximately 60% of the overall 
sample distribution. 
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log wages and labor supply, and by the positive relationship between relative wage and 

labor supply.  Individuals high in the income distribution are concentrated in jobs with a 

high degree of freedom, and thus may be choosing to work longer hours.  This could be 

either because the perceived cost of job loss is very high (efficiency wage theory) or they 

are exhibiting conditional reciprocity. 

B: Overtime Hours 

 There are a number of problems with analyzing the work hours choices of 

individuals only at their primary job, excluding overtime (aside from the two job case 

alluded to above).  A labor contract generally stipulates both the wage and the hours to be 

worked.  If workers are constrained in their choice of jobs—because of rationing, 

discrimination, immobility, or other limits on free choice—then it may be misleading to 

think of workers as choosing their work hours given the prevailing wages and their 

distribution.  It is, however, more plausible to think of workers choosing their overtime 

hours.10  This section uses the same set of control variables as above to analyze the 

choice of overtime hours only.  In this data set, if a worker chose not to work overtime, 

they were assigned a value of zero.  Overtime is the self reported number in response to 

the CPS question regarding usual overtime hours worked. 

 The results can be found in table 3.  Regressions 1 and 2 report the cubic 

specification.  The results for these regressions are quite different.  Across all 

specifications, the estimated coefficients on relwage insignificant and for zscore they are 

negative; the squared terms are insignificant and negative for relwagesq, but significant 

and positive for zscoresq; and the coefficients are insignificant and essentially zero for 

                                                 
10 Even this assumption can be problematic.  It is not uncommon for labor contracts to 
not only stipulate usual hours, but to also have clauses requiring mandatory overtime. 
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zscorecu, but positive and significant in two cases—the cubic specification and male 

workers—for relwagecu.  Individuals with higher levels of education, experience, and 

that are covered by a union contract work fewer overtime hours. 

 The finding of a negative coefficient on relative wages, taken on its own, gives 

much stronger support for both the consumption targeting and incentive arguments than 

that presented in the previous papers addressing that material.  However, the positive 

coefficient on zscoresq is inconsistent with all the arguments presented.  Although all 

workers tend to work fewer overtime hours as their wage increases, workers in the 

middle of the distribution tend to work the most overtime hours.    This is likely a 

function of overtime laws.  It is costly for employers who employ non-exempt labor to 

use overtime workers.  Individuals high in the distribution do not need to work longer 

hours, either because they are in the backward bending portion of the labor supply curve, 

have achieved their consumption target, or have no incentive to move up the job ladder.  

Workers in the middle of the distribution may be overtime exempt, and are more likely to 

need extra money or benefit from a promotion. 

   

 

Conclusions 

 The results presented above are largely consistent with the a priori predictions of 

this framework of analysis.  If workers are reciprocal, than they respond to higher relative 

wages with higher work effort.  Assuming that effort and hours worked are positively 

correlated, the relationship between work hours and relative wages is ambiguous.  

However, if the low wage workers reciprocal response is attenuated by subsistence 
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concerns, than it is likely there will be an overall positive response.  This is what was 

found.  This argument is further reinforced by the negative relationship between a 

workers own wage and labor supply decisions.  This is difficult to explain without 

arguing that workers are in the backward bending portion of their labor supply curve, 

which is inconsistent with high-relative-wage-workers working longer hours.  The 

negative coefficients on the squared term of relative wages further supports the argument 

that inequality is associated with longer work hours because there are more low income 

people with subsistence concerns and reciprocal preferences high in the distribution.  If it 

were a consumption targeting or the incentive argument, presumably the squared term 

would be positive while the cubic term would be negative. 

The main unanswered question is causality.  Two arguments were put forth, the 

one above and an argument regarding the structure of the labor market based on Gordon 

et. al. (1982).  The descriptive statistics support the argument that work arrangements 

within occupations but across industries for secondary sector workers are quite similar.  

This may imply that, at least for this group of workers, thinking of them as having free 

choice of work hours is not appropriate.  Instead, it may be more proper to argue that 

higher levels of inequality allow capitalists to extract more labor power for a given wage, 

as workers attempt to maintain a particular standard of living. 

 In this context, the latter argument is the preferred for two reasons: work 

arrangements for secondary sector workers are generally take-it-or-leave-it offers, and 

lower wage workers are likely to have much less bargaining power than higher wage 

workers, reflecting their relative ease of replacement.  The take-it-or-leave-it offer 

implies that, with the presence of unemployment, workers are not free to negotiate 
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wage/hours packages.  Employers offer a package, if the worker does not take it the 

employer will find someone that will.  The ability of employers to dictate the structure of 

the wage bargain (i.e. the low degree of worker bargaining power) makes this type of 

outcome all the more likely.  It also fits well with explanations of the causes of the recent 

increase in inequality put forth by Howell (1999), Devroye and Freeman (2001), Dinardo, 

Fortin, and Lemieux (1997), Fortin and Lemieux (1997) and others which all point to 

institutional changes in the structure of the labor market as being the root source of the 

increase in inequality.  To the extent that wages and work hours are determined within 

the same set of institutions, parts of their arguments are likely to be applicable here as 

well. 
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industry meanwage medwage sdwage meanhours medhours sdhours indninetyten
1 10.75305 9 5.870153 35.2171 40 15.038 1.594901
2 9.113824 7.5 6.30047 37.5029 40 20.0884 1.545638
3 19.32811 16.5 10.25832 44.0433 40 18.8116 1.507917
4 15.7509 14 8.207725 38.0892 40 13.6729 1.566813
5 12.71326 10.625 7.069623 38.8562 40 12.7447 1.54032
6 13.22331 11.39 7.385728 39.8037 40 8.77539 1.525557
7 15.07243 13 8.366854 39.5612 40 12.774 1.547952
8 16.7937 14.12 9.63476 41.0379 40 8.82515 1.521991
9 15.33121 13 8.52194 40.4671 40 8.93798 1.549872

10 17.7928 20.65 8.340501 40 40 . 1.547952
11 19.09964 16 10.7582 41.2204 40 9.05947 1.587064
12 20.01788 16 11.78753 41.1799 40 8.74412 1.67388
13 18.26992 15.625 9.704423 41.622 40 9.45195 1.579981
14 20.92296 19 10.27267 40.2816 40 8.87168 1.553919
15 21.79411 17.5 11.97517 41.3834 40 8.22777 1.594772
16 21.33135 17.52 12.89925 41.7201 40 8.47397 1.682604
17 17.88496 13 12.3543 39.9892 40 10.9306 1.758821
18 14.87445 12 9.844443 38.6389 40 10.0433 1.721255
19 13.83185 11 8.178899 39.8463 40 12.8472 1.597741
20 19.37955 17.34146 11.67711 37.3996 40 12.0241 1.652788
21 13.42642 11 7.974046 38.7346 40 10.3775 1.611169
22 11.63723 8.5 9.143771 38.0933 40 10.2615 1.67195
23 17.05005 14.4 9.776958 40.5926 40 11.3219 1.579538
24 17.00698 14 10.6776 38.0067 40 11.6244 1.685452
25 21.15535 18 12.5518 41.8276 40 9.17212 1.661029
26 23.3946 20.6 13.17536 42.0819 40 12.6046 1.703383
27 15.39725 12.98075 8.586603 40.5499 40 8.70529 1.560125
28 14.11901 10.63 12.10911 40.8628 40 9.69126 1.643758
29 15.82171 14 8.672632 39.4778 40 14.6458 1.547952
30 20.37654 18 11.03643 40.8326 40 9.18205 1.618109
31 20.11016 18.45 9.812454 40.51 40 9.26106 1.567518
32 17.25211 14 10.7308 40.9391 40 11.5911 1.693504
33 8.758155 7 5.636983 29.7788 35 16.4832 1.554082
34 11.88916 9.08 8.030665 34.1551 40 15.1579 1.67195
35 20.09061 15.5 13.36331 40.3277 40 9.79393 1.754042
36 18.45536 14.90375 12.42941 38.8419 40 11.0937 1.728075
37 8.553344 7.25 5.735734 25.0079 30 18.3177 1.585051
38 18.4376 14.42 12.5375 38.5152 40 12.3872 1.827088
39 13.01911 11 7.401496 38.7437 40 12.7748 1.60709
40 11.25585 9 7.576263 34.6146 40 14.2986 1.63593
41 13.17942 10 10.13499 32.016 40 16.2201 1.751806
42 17.60706 15 10.08863 37.3336 40 12.9777 1.623455
43 15.0212 12 10.40487 35.3997 40 13.5807 1.68162
44 17.44113 15 10.74469 36.757 40 12.7847 1.74787
45 12.46621 10 7.853467 34.4628 40 13.1281 1.713713
46 20.67799 17.04689 13.53418 39.1941 40 13.2688 1.755114
47 13.89532 13 7.117702 40.4637 40 17.9462 1.653591
48 17.88996 15.65 9.303028 40.0265 40 11.2225 1.559188
49 19.052 16.82675 9.997418 39.2417 40 8.34737 1.581685
50 21.30945 19 10.47246 39.7859 40 9.26752 1.581287
51 19.35486 16.73075 10.79349 39.0521 40 8.23291 1.629298

20.0884
All Industry

Variable meanwage medwage sdwage meanhours medhours sdhours
15.94844 12.77 10.5623 37.3957 40 13.4512

Table 1:  Descriptive Statistics

 
 

Mean Median Std. Dev Min Max
zscore 0 -0.9588 0.99143 -3.6458 7.491988
relwage 1 0.98256 0.19188 0.47362 2.599158  
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-1 -3 -5 -7 -9 -11
Baseline Cubic Full-time Exempt Malec Femalec

loghours loghours loghours loghours loghours loghours
indninetyten 0.006 0.018 0.001 0.002 0.014 0.012

[0.003]** [0.003]*** [0.001]* [0.001] [0.002]*** [0.003]***
relwageid 0.65 5.947 -0.169 -0.072 3.079 5.131

[0.034]*** [0.449]*** [0.097]* [0.346] [0.439]*** [0.365]***
relwagesq -3.771 0.197 0.403 -1.841 -3.456

[0.397]*** [0.084]** [0.324] [0.396]*** [0.309]***
relwagecu 0.801 -0.055 -0.197 0.362 0.796

[0.116]*** [0.024]** [0.099]** [0.118]*** [0.086]***
logwage -0.114 -0.151 -0.003 -0.056 -0.056 -0.147

[0.014]*** [0.014]*** [0.004] [0.006]*** [0.010]*** [0.013]***
educ1 -0.005 -0.005 0.001 0.001 0 -0.004

[0.001]*** [0.001]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.001] [0.001]***
ucontr 0.039 0.032 -0.001 0.002 0.016 0.025

[0.010]*** [0.010]*** [0.003] [0.004] [0.007]** [0.009]***
exper 0.02 0.019 0 0.001 0.014 0.013

[0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]***
expersq 0 0 0 0 0 0

[0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]***
female -0.064 -0.065 -0.02 -0.03 0.121 -0.2

[0.004]*** [0.004]*** [0.001]*** [0.001]*** [0.003]*** [0.003]***
black 0.073 0.074 -0.006 -0.002 0.012 0.068

[0.004]*** [0.004]*** [0.001]*** [0.001] [0.003]*** [0.003]***
hispanic 0.076 0.077 -0.006 -0.005 0.032 0.055

[0.007]*** [0.007]*** [0.002]*** [0.002]** [0.005]*** [0.006]***
other 0.026 0.027 -0.008 -0.002 -0.005 0.031

[0.007]*** [0.006]*** [0.002]*** [0.002] [0.005] [0.006]***
Constant 2.977 0.737 3.721 3.68 1.956 1.4

[0.034]*** [0.168]*** [0.037]*** [0.121]*** [0.161]*** [0.142]***
Observations 79823 79823 59934 61037 66014 73743

-2 -4 -6 -8 -10 -12
loghours loghours loghours loghours loghours loghours

indninetyten 0.001 0.001 0.001 0 0.005 -0.001
[0.003] [0.003] [0.001]* [0.001] [0.002]** [0.003]

logwage -0.042 -0.045 0 -0.066 -0.007 -0.049
[0.013]*** [0.013]*** [0.004] [0.007]*** [0.009] [0.012]***

zscore 0.078 0.095 0.008 0.025 0.061 0.065
[0.005]*** [0.005]*** [0.002]*** [0.002]*** [0.004]*** [0.005]***

zscoresq -0.034 0.001 -0.006 -0.018 -0.025
[0.002]*** [0.000]* [0.001]*** [0.001]*** [0.001]***

zscorecu 0.001 0 0 0 0.001
[0.000]*** [0.000]** [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]***

educ1 -0.005 -0.005 0.001 0.001 0 -0.004
[0.001]*** [0.001]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.001] [0.001]***

ucontr 0.037 0.031 -0.001 0.002 0.015 0.023
[0.010]*** [0.010]*** [0.003] [0.004] [0.007]** [0.009]**

exper 0.02 0.019 0 0.001 0.014 0.013
[0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]***

expersq 0 0 0 0 0 0
[0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]***

female -0.063 -0.064 -0.02 -0.03 0.123 -0.2
[0.004]*** [0.004]*** [0.001]*** [0.001]*** [0.003]*** [0.003]***

black 0.074 0.075 -0.006 -0.002 0.013 0.07
[0.004]*** [0.004]*** [0.001]*** [0.001]* [0.003]*** [0.003]***

hispanic 0.077 0.078 -0.006 -0.005 0.032 0.056
[0.007]*** [0.007]*** [0.002]*** [0.002]** [0.005]*** [0.006]***

other 0.025 0.025 -0.008 -0.002 -0.006 0.029
[0.007]*** [0.007]*** [0.002]*** [0.002] [0.005] [0.006]***

Constant 3.478 3.516 3.686 3.84 3.466 3.684
[0.042]*** [0.041]*** [0.011]*** [0.018]*** [0.030]*** [0.038]***

Observations 79715 79715 59845 60947 65916 73644

a) Robust standard errors in brackets
b) * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
c) Male and Female regressions are for full time workers only.

Table 2: Determinants of Labor Supply at Primary Job
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-1 -3 -6 -7 -10
Cubic Full time Exempt Male Female
logextrahours logextrahours logextrahours logextrahours logextrahours

indninetyten 0.008 0.005 0.004 0.005 0.008
[0.002]*** [0.003]** [0.002] [0.002]** [0.002]***

relwageid 0.129 0.057 -0.407 0.013 0.089
[0.201] [0.321] [0.230]* [0.234] [0.256]

relwagesq -0.25 -0.202 0.161 -0.186 -0.2
[0.175] [0.284] [0.194] [0.201] [0.228]

relwagecu 0.131 0.122 0.027 0.122 0.113
[0.050]*** [0.082] [0.054] [0.056]** [0.066]*

logwage -0.082 -0.081 -0.066 -0.083 -0.078
[0.011]*** [0.013]*** [0.012]*** [0.012]*** [0.012]***

educ1 -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 -0.006
[0.000]*** [0.001]*** [0.001]*** [0.001]*** [0.000]***

ucontr -0.024 -0.025 -0.021 -0.027 -0.022
[0.009]*** [0.010]** [0.010]** [0.010]*** [0.009]**

exper -0.002 0 -0.001 -0.002 -0.001
[0.000]*** [0.000] [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]***

expersq 0 0 0 0 0
[0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]***

female 0.024 0.026 0.026 0.012 0.04
[0.003]*** [0.003]*** [0.003]*** [0.003]*** [0.003]***

black 0.018 0.03 0.027 0.028 0.018
[0.003]*** [0.004]*** [0.004]*** [0.003]*** [0.003]***

other 0.021 0.03 0.028 0.026 0.023
[0.005]*** [0.006]*** [0.005]*** [0.005]*** [0.005]***

hispanic 0.008 0.016 0.016 0.014 0.009
[0.006] [0.007]** [0.007]** [0.007]** [0.006]

Constant 0.841 0.877 1.024 0.915 0.837
[0.077]*** [0.120]*** [0.090]*** [0.090]*** [0.096]***

Observations 86039 59934 67253 69002 76971

-2 -4 -5 -8 -9
logextrahours logextrahours logextrahours logextrahours logextrahours

indninetyten 0.009 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.009
[0.002]*** [0.003]** [2.08]** [0.002]*** [0.002]***

logwage -0.058 -0.062 -0.045 -0.061 -0.059
[0.009]*** [0.011]*** [4.41]*** [0.010]*** [0.010]***

zscore -0.005 -0.003 -0.008 -0.006 -0.002
[0.004] [0.005] [1.97]** [0.004] [0.004]

zscoresq 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.007 0.006
[0.001]*** [0.001]*** [8.49]*** [0.001]*** [0.001]***

zscorecu 0 0 0 0 0
[0.000] [0.000] [1.86]* [0.000] [0.000]

educ1 -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 -0.006
[0.000]*** [0.001]*** [11.07]*** [0.001]*** [0.000]***

ucontr -0.025 -0.026 -0.022 -0.028 -0.023
[0.009]*** [0.011]** [2.23]** [0.010]*** [0.009]**

exper -0.002 0 -0.001 -0.002 -0.001
[0.000]*** [0.000] [3.90]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]***

expersq 0 0 0 0 0
[0.000]*** [0.000]*** [6.19]*** [0.000]*** [0.000]***

female 0.025 0.026 0.027 0.012 0.041
[0.003]*** [0.003]*** [8.68]*** [0.003]*** [0.003]***

black 0.018 0.03 0.028 0.028 0.018
[0.003]*** [0.004]*** [7.96]*** [0.003]*** [0.003]***

other 0.021 0.029 0.027 0.026 0.023
[0.005]*** [0.006]*** [5.10]*** [0.005]*** [0.005]***

hispanic 0.009 0.017 0.017 0.015 0.009
[0.006] [0.007]** [2.48]** [0.007]** [0.006]

Constant 0.795 0.808 0.756 0.81 0.794
[0.029]*** [0.034]*** [23.12]*** [0.032]*** [0.030]***

Observations 85927 59845 67159 68903 76869

a) Robust standard errors in brackets
b) * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
c) Male and Female regressions are for full time workers only

Table 3: Determinants of Overtime Supply at Primary Job
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Variable Cubic Full-time Exempt Male Female
relwage positive* negative* negative positive* positive*

relwagesq negative* positive* positive negative* negative*
relwagecu positive* negative* negative* positive* positive*
logwage negative* negative negative* negative* negative*

zscore positive* positive* positive* positive* positive*
zscoresq negative* negative negative* negative* negative*
zscorecu positive* 0* 0 0 positive*
logwage negative* 0 negative* negative negative*

c) entries containing a zero are those where estimated coefficient is equal
    to or very close to zero

Table 4: Summary Table

Dependent Variable: Log of Regular Hours Worked

a) asterisks indicate significance at the 1% or 5% level.
b) signs of estimated coefficients are reported.
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